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ABSTRACT

This essay advances three theses on the current crisis of international liberalism. First, it is a composite one, comprising interrelated crises of domestic political representation and of global governance affecting the international and supranational arrangements that were constructed in the post-war period. Second, the crisis is a specific development of neoliberal governance, which requires distinguishing international liberalism’s two historical variants: “embedded liberalism” and “neoliberalism.” The turn from the post-war regime of “embedded liberalism” to the “neoliberalism” of recent decades has had the effect of undoing the domestic social contracts that underlay post-war political stability even while failing to secure peace and prosperity internationally. Third, neoliberal governance operates through a distinct form of legality from the embedded liberalism of the post-war period. The turn to neoliberalism involves a shift from the inter-state orientation that characterized the first decades of international liberalism to a “dialectic of globalization,” in which newly empowered transnational activity across states generates pressure for supranational governance above them. This dialectic has the effect of undermining the international legal order on which liberalism has depended historically, which suggests that
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the present crisis is at root the product of an internal transformation rather than the result of competition with external enemies.

INTRODUCTION: THE CRISIS OF INTERNATIONAL LIBERALISM

By the beginning of 2017, commentators of many stripes seemed to agree that something called “international liberalism” was in trouble. From the far-right to the far-left of the political spectrum, the “post-war international liberal order” (or some variant on that theme) was portrayed as endangered, if not already at an end, with a series of political upsets given as evidence. Harvard’s Joseph Nye questioned in the pages of Foreign Affairs “will the liberal order survive?”¹ while his “realist” colleague Stephen Walt, diagnosed “the collapse of the liberal world order” in Foreign Policy.² Michael Anton, a conservative intellectual who now works in the Trump administration, argued that many aspects of the “liberal international order” were no longer in America’s national interest.³ Some leftist intellectuals, such as the Nation’s foreign affairs columnist Patrick Lawrence, celebrated the end of the “liberal, postwar order” and its oppressions,⁴ while Samuel Moyn argued in Dissent that “liberal internationalism” had failed both liberalism and internationalism through its support for endless American wars.⁵ Contributors to Jacobin debated whether the “American empire” was really in decline at all,⁶ or had merely entered a “decadent” phase in the context of globalized neoliberalism.⁷

Meanwhile, the pages of the establishment North Atlantic papers such as The New York Times, Washington Post, Le Monde Diplomatique, SZ, FAZ, and others filled with crisis talk about the end of liberalism,
while the “end of globalization” became a major theme in the business dailies and weeklies. Never far behind, think tanks and pressure groups took up the theme in longer analyses. To consider just two, the “Davos” group of international business and policy elites, formally the “World Economic Forum,” issued a white paper on “strengthening the liberal world order,” while former British Prime Minister Tony Blair launched an eponymous “Institute for Global Change,” with a focus on fighting “populism” and “renewing the [political] centre.” It would be difficult for any reader—particularly of this journal, given its mission to analyze globalization—to have missed this major theme in the commentary of the moment.

In this essay, I will argue that “international liberalism” is indeed in trouble, but for reasons that have not been adequately examined, and which have to do with changes in the nature of globalization itself. The essay proceeds as a series of three interconnected but distinct theses concerning the crisis of international liberalism. First, I argue that the crisis of international liberalism should be understood as a composite crisis of domestic political representation and a related crisis of “global governance” affecting the international and supranational arrangements that were constructed in the post-war period. Second, I argue that the crisis of international liberalism should be understood as a specific crisis of neoliberal governance, which requires distinguishing liberalism’s two historical variants: “embedded liberalism” and “neoliberalism.” Finally, I argue that neoliberalism relies on a distinct form of legality from the embedded liberalism of the post-war period. Specifically, the neoliberal effort to use private market orderings as the basis for global governance generates what I call the “dialectic of globalization,” a movement from transnationalism to supranationalism that undermines the inter-state legal order on which international liberalism has depended.

I. THE COMPOSITE CRISIS OF INTERNATIONAL LIBERALISM

The first thesis is that the crisis of international liberalism must be understood as a composite crisis. At the domestic level, a “crisis of representation” has hollowed out support for the establishment parties
that flourished during the post-war era. Reciprocally, at the global level, we see a crisis of legitimation concerning the international and supranational legal constructions that these establishment parties built, and on the success of which they now partly depend.

In developing this argument, it is worth beginning with the role of the United States in the global order. The institutions and practices central to the liberalism of the post-war period resulted, in large part, from American efforts to bolster European and Asian allies through military and economic means. This post-war liberalism received a new boost and, as I argue below, a new inflection after the end of the Cold War, when American leadership in political, economic, and military matters went unchallenged for about a decade. International liberalism has thus depended on and, in significant respects, still requires the domestic political support it could garner from both parties in the United States over many decades.¹¹

The immediate prompt to much of the crisis talk about international liberalism was the unanticipated election of Donald Trump as president of the United States. His election reveals that the political alignments that have undergirded the American party system since at least the Reagan-era appear to be shifting. In both the Republican and Democratic parties, new divisions pit members of the party “base” against “elites,” who are presumed to share more in common with each other and with other foreign elites than with the people whom they are supposed to represent.¹² This dynamic did not go unnoticed and has generated some change, at least in the last contest for the White House. While President Trump squared himself against many tenets of international liberalism, it is worth remembering that all three leading candidates in the last American presidential election—Donald Trump, Hillary Clinton, and Bernie Sanders—rejected President Obama’s proposed “Trans-Pacific Partnership.”¹³ Skepticism about further

¹¹. Along these lines, Ikenberry argues there is not a crisis of “liberal internationalism” but of the American-led post-war order, caused in part by its very success. See G. John Ikenberry, The Future of Liberal World Order, 16 JAPANESE J. POL. SCI. 450, 451 (2015).


¹³. President Trump formally withdrew the United States from the TPP. For an analysis of Clinton’s stance, see David Singh Grewal, Why Hillary Clinton is Right on the TPP, HUFFPOST (Oct. 14, 2015), https://www.huffingtonpost.com/david-singh-grewal/why-hillary-clinton-is-ri_b_8295420.html; for Sanders’ position, see Press Release, Senator Bernie Sanders, The Trans-Pacific Trade (TPP) Agreement Must Be Defeated (Dec. 29,
economic globalization—and the role that the United States can afford
to play in it—is thus no longer restricted to the political extremes in the
United States. Nevertheless, both parties remain deeply divided
internally over how to respond to it.

A shift in long-established domestic political constellations is even
more advanced in Europe. The last year saw so-called “populist”
rejections of British membership in the European Union (“Brexit”) and
of a reformist streamlining of the Italian constitution;15 the evident
failure of liberal political culture to take hold in Hungary, Poland, and
elsewhere in Eastern Europe;16 and an upending of established political
patterns in even the core states of the European Union. While the
project of deeper European unification may have been given a
paradoxical boost by Brexit—which may allow fuller integration under
the aegis of a renewed Franco-German alliance17—parties mobilized in
explicit opposition to it are now arrayed across the continent. In
Germany, France, Italy, Spain, Greece, and elsewhere, the center-right
and center-left political parties that governed during the post-war era
have lost power to new arrivals—or are in danger of doing so.18 In
particular, far-right parties have seized the opportunity created by the
unwillingness or inability of established center-left parties to resist
Brussels’s turn to austerity.19 The predictable—indeed, widely

2014), https://www.sanders.senate.gov/download/the-trans-pacific-trade-tpp-agreement-
14. For an analysis of declining U.S. support for the international public goods that
make up “globalization,” see Michael Pettis, How Much Longer Can the Global Trading
System Last?, CHINA FIN. MKTS. (Sept. 28, 2014), http://carnegieendowment.org
chinafinancialmarkets/56822.
15. See Regina Krieger, Italian Referendum: Populism’s Next Battleground,
HANDELSBLATT (Nov. 30, 2016), https://global.handelsblatt.com/politics/populisms-next-
battleground-653213.
16. See, e.g., R. Daniel Kelemen, Europe’s Other Democratic Deficit: National
Authoritarianism in Europe’s Democratic Union, 52 GOV’T & OPPOSITION 211 (2017)
(describing the rejection of liberal democracy in the European Union).
17. See Stephen D. Collins, Europe’s United Future After Brexit, 29 GLOBAL CHANGE,
PEACE & SECURITY 311 (2017).
18. As the late Peter Mair, perhaps the foremost comparative scholar of political
parties, put it in 2013: “The age of party democracy has passed. Although the parties
themselves remain, they have become so disconnected from the wider society, and pursue
a form of competition that is so lacking in meaning, that they no longer seem capable of
sustaining democracy.” He did not live to see the rise of new parties, whether of the far
right or the “radical center” (such as Emmanuel Macron’s En Marche!), which further
confirm his diagnosis of the collapse of the age of party democracy. PETER MAIR, RULING
(Dec. 4, 2016), https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/world/europe/europe-far-right-
political-parties-listy.html.
predicted—result is that the center-left parties have been hollowed out, falling on their swords to defend an unpopular form of European integration and offering their support to the established parties of the center-right in contests with new parties and fringe movements. Notwithstanding its reputation as a bastion of European stability, even Germany has recently experienced electoral turmoil and the rise of far-right parties, with unclear consequences for its political future and for the European Union in which it has become *primus inter pares.*

Similar dynamics elsewhere in the world contribute to a growing sense of unease if not outright unrest in a wide range of countries. Political scientists have identified declining confidence in democratic decision-making. Relatedly, the rise of an “authoritarian” style of politics has been diagnosed in the United States and elsewhere, from Turkey to India to China to Russia. Authoritarian politics is often given a major boost by the ongoing corruption scandals threatening or even bringing down governments.

Far from being a specific regional problem, the events and trends surveyed above suggest a pervasive crisis of representation that afflicts countries at all levels of development and in all regions. The “crisis of representation” was first theorized by the Italian social theorist Antonio Gramsci as the condition in which established political parties lose an “organic” link to their constituencies. This generates, he argued, crises of authority, and introduces a tendency toward what he called

---

20. David Singh Grewal, *The Laws of Capitalism*, 128 HARV. L. REV. 626, 666 (“What, then, can we expect from today’s unhappy alliance between the remnants of the old workers’ parties of Western Europe and the Bundesbank?”).


“Caesarism.” A turn toward Caesarist politics is visible today not only in the increase in authoritarian political styles, but also the rise of discretionary “executive power,” often rationalized on emergency grounds, even in established liberal democracies.

In conjunction with the crisis of domestic political representation, the international institutions that anchored the Western world following the Second World War—and which were significantly globalized with the end of the Cold War—are now being questioned or attacked from many points on the political spectrum. With these institutions experiencing wavering support in Europe and the United States, it remains unclear how rising powers, particularly China, will work with them. Institutions subject to criticism include not only the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), but the World Trade Organization (WTO), the European Union (EU), the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), and other trade agreements undergirding “globalization.” And while opposition to international economic integration under the aegis of the EU or the WTO has long been a feature of political discourse on both left and right, the controversy over the future of NATO is relatively new—and far from being a minor phenomenon, it has been given a recent boost by the


American president. Likewise, even international courts of relatively little consequence have become an outsized target of domestic political hostility in unexpected countries.

At a foundational level, it is the pervasive crisis of domestic political representation that most threatens international liberalism, which depends on the ongoing support of constituencies in the core liberal states. The crisis of international liberalism should thus be understood as a composite crisis consisting of a domestic crisis of political representation and a related crisis of legitimacy affecting the international and supranational constructions of the post-war era. The crisis of representation and the crisis of what we might call “global governance” are connected because political representation and the institutions of global governance gain their legitimacy from similar sources—mainly, popular sovereignty and “outcome legitimacy.” Globalization has put both these sources of legitimation under pressure. The crisis of international liberalism may seem to have appeared suddenly with the unexpected election of Donald Trump or the unexpected decision of the British people to leave the European Union, but the deeper trend has been the slow erosion of its legitimacy over the last decade or longer.

The main source of political legitimacy in modernity comes from popular sovereignty, which remains the foundational principle of our age, however unrealized it tends to be in practice. The relationship between political representation and popular sovereignty is far too vast a subject to canvass in this essay, but it is worth noting that representation is legitimated by its responsiveness to mass political mobilization (unlike, in earlier eras, where representation was expressly opposed to direct democratic decision-making).


30. For example, the South African government’s attempted withdrawal from the International Criminal Court, which was subsequently declared “invalid” by its constitutional court, see South Africa’s Decision to Leave ICC Ruled ‘Invalid’, BBC NEWS (Feb. 22, 2017), http://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-39050408.


32. See BERNARD MANIN, THE PRINCIPLES OF REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT 1 (John Dunn et al. eds., 1997) (“Contemporary democratic governments have evolved from a political system that was conceived by its founders as opposed to democracy.”).
legitimacy thus depends more on the outcomes they deliver than any direct connection to popular will.

This second, and less foundational source of legitimation is sometimes called “outcome” or “output legitimacy.”\(^{33}\) It turns on the achievement of favorable outcomes by political elites, which helps to justify or compensate for the sequestering of ongoing decision-making power away from ordinary citizens. A focus on such consequentialist justifications of policy-making is particularly pronounced in the European Union, for the obvious reason of its “democratic deficit,” but beneficial outcomes serve to legitimize a wide array of other international institutions as well.\(^{34}\)

Viewed in terms of outcome legitimacy, the conditions of the post-war world were generally favorable to the political regimes of the North Atlantic, united under broad American leadership and grounded in stable party coalitions in the core liberal democracies. This stability bolstered the growth of international and supranational institutions. The institutions of international liberalism promised peace and prosperity and arguably delivered them for many decades, which reinforced the post-war domestic political coalitions that underwrote them. The favorable conditions included, prominently, a historically unprecedented combination of high and widely shared growth\(^{35}\) and a set of shared geopolitical imperatives foisted on otherwise divergent national interests by the great-power rivalry of the Cold War.\(^{36}\)


However, with the end of the post-war *trente glorieuses*—and especially, following the end of the Cold War—increasing "globalization" has altered the balance of forces both within and beyond countries in ways that call the legitimacy of international liberalism into question.

Economic globalization has tended to undermine popular sovereignty by making it more difficult to use the traditional instruments of national politics to manage transnational flows of capital, information, goods, and people. Relatedly, it has made national politics more susceptible to elite capture in conjunction with these trends. Thus, even as more is asked of the state, it appears ever able to do less. It has not helped the case for globalization that many of the regulatory powers of the state seem either to be diminished in the context of increased cross-border activity or transferred to supranational agencies that usually lack clear mandates from domestic political majorities, as I discuss further below. Either way, popular sovereignty seems threatened (de facto or de jure) by globalization—and international organizations have predictably come under attack.

Moreover, the last decade of globalization has failed to generate the beneficial outcomes that domestic constituencies had come to take for granted—and which could partly compensate for the sequestering of decision-making power away from them. The promise of peace has been undermined by increasing international rivalries and conflicts, including a renewal of the historic enmities between Russia and China and “the West,” and the tragic collapse of the Middle East into an abyss of war and military dictatorships after the failed hopes of the so-called Arab Spring. Meanwhile, the failure of broad-based economic recovery from the financial crisis in 2007 and 2008 that hit the rich world means that roughly a quarter to a half of the young people in many European countries are now unemployed or underemployed—and have been for

37. The three decades of the post-war period, from roughly 1945-1975, were termed in France (and elsewhere), the *trente glorieuses* (“thirty glorious years”) for their combination of high and widely shared growth. See David Singh Grewal, *Closing Remarks: Law and Inequality After the Crisis*, 35 YALE L. & POL’Y REV. 337, 338–39 (2016) (listing the terms by which the post-war economic boom was known in various countries).


almost a decade.\textsuperscript{40} This fact suggests that the post-war prosperity that underwrote domestic social compacts will be unavailable for future generations. In the United States, dramatic statistics show the basic collapse of economic security for working class people: over a third of manufacturing jobs have disappeared since the year 2000,\textsuperscript{41} while the bottom 50 percent of the income distribution has experienced a slight decline in pre-tax income since the mid-1970s (by contrast with the dramatic growth of other percentiles, especially at the very top).\textsuperscript{42} The political effects of these significant economic changes on U.S. domestic politics—and the American-led international order, particularly with respect to global economic integration—are perhaps only now being felt in earnest.

Put differently, it may be argued that the fate of the political parties that led the post-war world, and the international institutions they helped put in place, are linked through feedback loops that generate either virtuous or vicious cycles. Trusted domestic representatives provide legitimation for international or supranational institutions, whose success at delivering outcomes becomes self-justifying and reinforces the political coalitions that supported them. This is the virtuous circle. But if the international constructions fail to deliver on favorable outcomes, they will tend to undermine the party leaders (or party-platforms) that supported them, and give credence to criticisms voiced by new parties and entrepreneurial newcomers in electoral contests—which may, in turn, undermine the capacity of international institutions to deliver outcomes by depriving them of needed domestic political support. But the reason why beneficial outcomes can be achieved in any period requires a deeper examination of changes in international liberalism itself.


II. EMERGED LIBERALISM AND NEOLIBERALISM

The second thesis is that the crisis of international liberalism, which can be broken into related crises of domestic representation and of global governance, should be understood as a specific crisis of neoliberalism. Arguing so requires distinguishing liberalism’s two historical variants: “embedded liberalism” and “neoliberalism.” Unfortunately, much of the commentary on the alleged crisis of “international liberalism” fails to distinguish critically between its present neoliberal orientation and its post-war instantiation. Anxious commentators and political establishments the world over are understandably keen to claim the broad mantle of “international liberalism,” with its implicit or explicit threat that only the present status quo keeps us from the abyss of war and depression. But in so doing, they threaten the viability of what was genuinely worth defending in the liberal settlements of the last century, and they unwittingly conspire with liberalism’s enemies in its gradual unraveling.43

As discussed above, the international liberalism of the post-war world began as an alliance of states that understood themselves as liberal, some of them longstanding exemplars of liberal political culture (e.g., the United Kingdom, the Netherlands); others recently defeated fascist regimes now pressed into the cause (e.g., Germany, Japan).44 They were aligned against the Soviet Union, and, in a less organized way, against the recurrence of fascism or extreme-right ideologies in their own societies or on the international stage. It should come as no surprise that this alliance was structured through international organizations. The mobilization for the Second World War was already an international effort, and required the war-time construction of new forms of international cooperation: new chains of command, forms of information sharing, scientific and technical protocols, methods of diplomacy, and cross-border economic coordination. These layered atop the pre-war internationalism of the European empires, which had stitched diverse societies together in global chains of command and networks of production and distribution. Many of these prewar imperial

43. Relatedly, as Polanyi-Levitt argues, the turn to neoliberalism has led to a “crisis of capitalism more profound and intractable than that of the 1930s, because Western democracies are now captive to financial markets.” See Kari Polanyi-Levitt, The Power of Ideas: Keynes, Hayek, and Polanyi, 41 INT’L J. POL. ECON. 5, 6 (2012).
44. See generally MICHAEL MANDELBAUM, THE IDEAS THAT CONQUERED THE WORLD: PEACE, DEMOCRACY, AND FREE MARKETS IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY (2004) (describing the uneven spread of peace, democracy, and free markets from the wealthy and powerful countries of the world’s core, where they originated, to the weaker and poorer countries of its periphery).
structures and semi-formalized war-time routines were later adapted and formalized in the construction of the post-war liberal world.

International liberalism thus relied on the internationalism of the war effort in seeking to repudiate or transcend the political factors that were argued to have led to the war in the first place. Prominent among its aims was to achieve a different accommodation between the demands of domestic politics and the disciplines of the international marketplace. The diverse forms of international cooperation that resulted included political, military, diplomatic, economic, cultural, and scientific exchanges through formal treaty structures and informal norms and channels. Some of these, such as NATO or GATT, were specific to the Western alliance. Others, such as the United Nations (UN) and its associated agencies, were more self-consciously universal, spanning the Cold War divide and providing a neutral ground of international recognition for the independent states emerging out of the dying European empires.

While it is tempting to see the history of the post-war period as continuous with the politics of today, recent scholarship in international economic law has analyzed two regimes of “liberalism” instantiated historically. The first was what John Ruggie has called the “embedded liberalism” of the post-war period, visible in the GATT and the first Bretton Woods, while the second is often called “neoliberalism” and began in the 1970s and 1980s with the Tokyo and Uruguay Rounds of the GATT, the conservative economic programs of Reagan and Thatcher, and the triumph of “Washington consensus” policies in the 1990s. The concept of embedded liberalism was intended to characterize the difference between the post-war liberalism of the late

45. See John Maynard Keynes, National Self-Sufficiency, 22 YALE REV. 955 (1933). For a discussion of “embedded liberalism,” see also infra note 46.

46. John Ruggie introduced the term “embedded liberalism” in a famous article that contrasted the economic arrangements of the post-WWII period with those of the pre-WWI world. The attempt to harmonize the construction of a liberal international economic order with domestic political demands for market intervention was reflected most obviously in the international monetary order, which provided Ruggie with many of his chief examples, including the contrast between the Bretton Woods arrangements and the classical gold standard, in which he identified the most severe trade-off between the demands of international integration and domestic policy autonomy. However, the multilateral trading system also reflected this embedded liberal compromise, according to Ruggie, whose focus throughout the original article was on “regimes of trade and money” considered together. See John Gerard Ruggie, International Regimes, Transactions, and Change: Embedded Liberalism in the Postwar Economic Order, 36 INT’L ORG. 379 (1982). Ruggie repeats one version or another of this formulation (“money and trade” or “trade and money”) throughout. Id at 381, 383–84, 386, 399.

1940s through 1970s as distinct from the classical liberalism of the nineteenth century. Unlike the earlier liberalism of the nineteenth century, a variety of post-war compromises ensured that international economic liberalization was compatible with domestic legislation that aimed at social protection. This made the new form of international liberalism “embedded,” Ruggie claimed, borrowing a term from Karl Polanyi, and thus rendered market opening compatible with purposes that countermanded or transcended market logic.\(^48\)

Any discussion of “international liberalism” and its current crisis must focus on the economic dimension of liberalism, because the crisis of representation and of legitimation both stem in significant respects from changes in global economic policymaking. Economic liberalism must, in turn, be understood in terms of the historical shift from “embedded liberalism” to “neoliberalism.” Both embedded liberalism and neoliberalism entail commitments to multilateral economic liberalization, which is what makes each a “liberal” ideology of international economic law. They differ, however, in several respects, including the roles they assign to public and private orderings and to the aim or purpose of the economic liberalization pursued—and hence in the details and the pace of reciprocal opening.

The idea of neoliberalism at the international level may be unfamiliar to some readers. It depends on borrowing a contested term, neoliberalism, which is usually used to characterize the tenor of domestic political economy to analyze trends in geopolitics and global coordination. Neoliberalism generally refers to the return of economic liberalism—that is, laissez-faire and its associated anti-regulatory politics—in the later twentieth century (that is, after the era of embedded liberalism). As Jedediah Purdy and I argued:

“Neoliberalism” refers to the revival of the doctrines of classical economic liberalism, also called laissez-faire, in politics, ideas, and law. These revived doctrines have taken new form in new settings: the ‘neo-’ means not just that they are back, but that they are also different, a new generation of arguments. What unites the two periods of economic liberalism is their political effect: the assertion and defense of particular market imperatives

---

\(^48\). Owing to the success of Ruggie’s article, the juxtaposition of “embedded” and “liberal” may no longer seem as striking, but it was meant as a provocation, given that in Polanyi’s account, economic liberalism was a “disembedding” force. Ruggie’s claim was that these counter trends had been rendered compatible by the recognition of a plurality of legitimate aims in the post-war period.
and unequal economic power against political intervention.49

The term first came to prominence in Latin America to describe the economic reforms in the 1980s and 1990s—later called the “Washington Consensus”—and the agenda of the Thatcher and Reagan administrations and, after Maastricht, the European Union.50 It is often used as a shorthand for “market fundamentalism,” though, as Jamie Peck argues, it does not consist of a straightforward anti-regulatory or deregulatory political agenda, because sometimes the introduction of market modes of governance requires not a “roll-back” of regulations but a “roll-out” of new, different ones.51 However, whether through deregulation or reregulation, neoliberalism refers, as Purdy and I explained, to the “recurring claims made by policymakers, advocates, and scholars in the ongoing contest between the imperatives of market economies and nonmarket values grounded in the requirements of democratic legitimacy.”52 What is ultimately at stake here is not so much “market fundamentalism,” as is often asserted, but expansion of capitalism: not markets in the abstract but “markets deployed to further capital accumulation under present historical conditions.”53

Debates over neoliberalism have mainly concerned the shape of its domestic purview: the range of anti-regulatory, deregulatory, and re-regulatory stances, positions, and policies that make up its repertoire. But neoliberalism has an international dimension too. As debates about the “Washington Consensus” in development circles in the 1990s54 and more recent concerns about internationally imposed austerity in southern Europe55 and elsewhere suggest, there is what we might call a “geopolitics of neoliberalism.”

What does it mean to diagnose neoliberalism at the international level? What the geopolitics of neoliberalism proposes is that a market-

50. See generally DAVID HARVEY, A BRIEF HISTORY OF NEOLIBERALISM (2007) (telling the political-economic story of where neoliberalization came from and how it proliferated on the world stage).
51. JAMIE PECK, CONSTRUCTIONS OF NEOLIBERAL REASON 22–23 (2010).
53. Id. at 3.
55. See Wolfgang Streeck, Markets and Peoples: Democratic Capitalism and European Integration, 73 NEW LEFT REV. 63 (2012).
led order has pride of place in setting the terms of international relations, and that states defer to and enforce this private (transnational) ordering. The form of legality that this shift to private ordering requires will be discussed in the next section. But it is worth noting here that the crises of representation and of global governance emerge from the expansion of neoliberalism within countries and between them. Thus, the geopolitics of neoliberalism ultimately requires a depoliticization of policy-making within and between countries: that is, a suppression of collective decision-making to the extent that it deviates from what the private market-ordering would entail.56

The favorable conditions of the post-war period enabled policymakers to escape the incompatibility of market and political logic, as Thomas Piketty and many others have recently observed.57 During these trente glorieuses and within the context of the Cold War, geopolitical and economic initiatives could be tied to the expansion of market relations domestically and internationally. Even so, there were relatively deep problems concerning the sustainability of this post-war political economy.58 By the early 1970s, both the original Bretton Woods currency arrangement and the organization of industrial production within the allied group of Western democracies had begun to unravel.59

The result could have been a reconsideration of fundamental questions concerning the organization and distribution of economic production across borders, undertaken as part of a diplomatic-political initiative. Both the most ambitious post-Keynesian planning and, later, the effort at a “New International Economic Order” pushed in this direction.60 However, in the end, what resulted was a doubling down on the economic liberalism within international liberalism, with the seeds


58. As Streeck argues, when the high growth came to an end, a series of policies were attempted to disguise fact. See Wolfgang Streeck, The Crises of Democratic Capitalism, 71 NEW LEFT REV. 5 (2011).


60. For a discussion of post-war attempts at global planning, see, for example, Samuel Moyn, Welfare World, 8 HUMAN. 175 (2017).
of neoliberalism visible in the response to the collapse of Bretton Woods, if not earlier. In the United States, this meant the advent of “fast track” as well as new ways of insulating trade policy from increasingly opposed domestic politics. In Europe, it meant moves (both juridical and otherwise) toward the common market. In replacing the gold-dollar peg, the construction of a new Bretton Woods arrangement used dollar-denominated debt as the anchor in an unequal trade with developmentally oriented East Asia. This cycle would persist as the way to incorporate China into the global economy even prior to its accession to the WTO in 2001.

There were two major problems with the move toward neoliberalism, one internal and the other external. Internally, a focus on the domestic character of states, including their political constitutions (with great attention paid instead to their economic and financial arrangements), was left out. Very little attention was paid to the social sustainability of what was often elite-led, corrupt (“crony”) capitalism so long as it conformed roughly to the desired profile of international capital markets. What was obviously true during the East Asian financial crisis of the 1990s turned out to have analogues and extensions in the United States and elsewhere—as revealed in the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis.

Externally, with the end of the Cold War, the geopolitics of neoliberalism began in earnest once international economic integration came to be seen as the means of achieving peaceable and equitable international relations globally and not just among a Western-led

61. Adkins & Grewal, supra note 38, at 1499.
alliance. This deepened economic engagement was viewed as a way to manage, even transcend, historical enmities and present differences in domestic political regimes. As a result, both Russia and China joined the WTO and other international economic arrangements. In the background of this strategy was the sort of “end of history” thinking of the 1990s, which assumed that the relation between the market and state had been settled in existing liberal democracies that represented the form toward which all states would evolve.65

The focus on the market as the mechanism of international cooperation (rather than the state and its external diplomacy) has proven especially damaging to the developing world, and in regions of weak or “failed” states. Indeed, the 1990s was a period of continual, low-level war in these unstable regions, with a generation of evidence now accumulating that economic reforms without significant political-institutional changes are insufficient to stabilize societies.66 The shift in the United States during the 1990s to something like a permanent war-footing—formalized after 2001 in the open-ended “global war on terror”—confirmed and consolidated a trend in which neoliberal integration and military interventions of a “policing” kind proceed together.67

However, perhaps the greatest gamble in the geopolitics of neoliberalism was that international rivalry among great powers would be overcome through further economic integration. The effort was to achieve both internal democratic reforms and peaceable external relations in Russia and China through their incorporation into the global capitalist system. Domestically, both Russia under Putin and, more recently, China under its new president without term, Xi Jinping, have moved from rule by one party to rule by one person, thus confounding optimistic predictions that economic liberalization would generate political liberalization.68 Likewise, tensions between Russia and China and the United States have not abated and are arguably higher now than they have been since the end of the Cold War. Thus, while almost three decades have passed since the fall of the Berlin Wall,


66. For an overview and critique of this new form of militarized international order, see Samuel Moyn, American Peace in an Age of Endless War, 37 RARITAN 152, 162–65 (2018).

67. For a discussion of the conjunction of neoliberal economics with interventionist foreign policy, see Wendy Brown, American Nightmare: Neoliberalism, Neoconservatism, and De-democratization, 34 POL. THEORY 690 (2006).

68. For recent discussions of Xi Jinping’s formal consolidation of power in China, see McGregor et al., supra note 23.
the most that can be said for the geopolitics of neoliberalism is that its promises remain to be realized. More pessimistically, but perhaps realistically, they have proven a failure: they have failed to bridge historical enmities while undermining the relative strength of liberal democracies vis-à-vis their rivals.

Within the liberal democracies themselves, what has proven most damaging about neoliberalism is its distributive consequences, which were not apparent in the immediate post-war period because neoliberalism was muted by the high and widely shared growth of that time. As neoliberalism took hold, it began to undermine the domestic political bargain in the social-democratic states of the West, which saw burgeoning inequality. The trend accelerated with the end of the Cold War, when neoliberal reforms were urged on all countries in tandem. Since 2000, and to focus on the United States, we have seen a pincer movement between China’s entry into the WTO and the formation of the Euro (which functions, in effect, as an undervalued Deutschemark guaranteed by ongoing instability at the periphery of the Eurozone). This has allowed Germany to take the high end of global manufacturing while China takes the low end. In the United States, approximately a third of manufacturing jobs were lost over this time, compared to a relatively constant baseline during the previous post-war decades.

This loss of manufacturing output must be read against the dramatic evidence on the lack of income growth for the bottom 50 percent of the population since the mid-1970s, meaning that not only one but a second generation of American workers is trapped at the real wages of fifty years ago. Again, the political consequences of this shift continue to be debated but may have had substantial repercussions in the last presidential election, and in political shifts to come. Alongside the shock of elite commentary at the alleged working-class revolt in the Rust Belt should come a more sober reflection on the patience of the majority of Americans in trusting their leaders over the last fifty years, during which time flat incomes for working people have tended to be

70. For data, see Scott, supra note 41.
71. For data, see Piketty, Saez & Zucman, supra note 42.
disguised through debt-financed consumption fueled by cheap private or public money.\(^{73}\)

Putting together the above arguments, the apparent crisis of “international liberalism” should be understood as one in which the “embedded liberalism” of the post-war era was hollowed out and betrayed by a post-Cold War “neoliberal” turn in domestic and international politics. Global neoliberalism shares many of the aims of post-war international liberalism but is ultimately incompatible with many of its central premises, particularly its vision of a state-led international legal order, as I argue in the next section below. The negative results of the experiment in global neoliberalism are now increasingly clear but are being confused with the “international liberalism” as such.

Most worrying, what appears now as the crisis of international liberalism may represent in significant respects a reversion to the historic norm, against which the post-war era proved a contingent exception. Two features in particular mark this reversion. First, geopolitical and military rivalry between trading powers generates a highly ambiguous security situation as regards international trade and finance.\(^ {74}\) Second, the domestic tension between democracy and the free market can no longer be evaded by historically exceptional rates of growth.\(^ {75}\) Indeed, a depoliticizing tendency now exists both within and between nations, with distributional conflict (or, less politely, class conflict) rendered international: the division of labor within states can be partly transposed into the division of labor (and of capital-labor relations) between or among states. The Eurozone quarrels and the China trade of the United States provide obvious early examples of what proves perhaps the most dangerous product of globalized neoliberalism. For the privileging of market-outcomes usually depends on the possibility of enforcing them using police power, both domestically and through external military means. As Keynes had diagnosed in the 1930s, the depoliticized protection of the market tends to lead to a militarized response to international conflict.\(^ {76}\)

---

73. See Streeck, supra note 56 (discussing private and public debt in the U.S. democratic-capitalist crisis).

74. See Grewal, supra note 54, at 235–37.

75. On the history of this return of inequality, its causes and consequences, see David Singh Grewal & Jedediah Purdy, Inequality Rediscovered, 18 THEORETICAL INQUIRIES IN LAW 61 (2017).

76. See John Maynard Keynes, National Self-Sufficiency, 22 YALE REV. 755 (1933); see also David Singh Grewal, What Keynes Warned About Globalization, 601 SEMINAR 54 (2009) (discussing how the militarized external response presents the global parallel to the police power that enforces neoliberalism at the domestic level).
III. NEOLIBERALISM AND THE DIALECTIC OF GLOBALIZATION

I have argued so far that the “crisis of international liberalism” is best understood as a composite crisis of both domestic political representation and global governance, and that the underlying cause of both has been the turn toward neoliberalism. A neoliberal economic agenda has undermined the post-war settlements both within liberal democracies and between them and non-liberal states, which have been incorporated into the global economic order.

The question remains how law fits into this picture. Is there a form of neoliberal legality? What is the regime of cross-border governance that best characterizes the neoliberal era in international relations? It has been tempting—as commentators on the left, right, and center have concluded—to understand the neoliberal era as one undergirded by “international” commitments, just as in the earlier liberal era. And it is certainly true that neoliberalism remains a policy choice, made effective on the global stage through treaties and related instruments of international law-making. In that sense, all forms of global governance remain, formally, international (i.e., inter-state). Nevertheless, it may be possible to distinguish what we might call transnational and supranational legality from the international mode of post-war liberalism.

These terms have been used variously across numerous literatures, which I cannot discuss in this essay. As I intend them here, internationalism indicates a form of inter-state cooperation on either cross-border issues (e.g., trade, immigration) or global public goods (e.g., atmosphere, oceans, Antarctica) that does not involve either shared sovereignty or delegation to supranational agencies. An international mode of cooperation presumes the legitimacy of existing borders as establishing distinct regulatory contexts. It thus reflects what Saskia Sassen has described as the state’s traditional purview in terms of a triad of sovereignty, exclusive territory, and citizenship. To the extent that the international management of cross-border flows does impact traditional state functions, it does not do so in a way that challenges the state as the locus of political sovereignty within its own constitutional order. It thus accepts exclusive de jure and some significant measure of de facto control over the activities that occur within its territory, which

77. For two recent collections of papers on the theme of neoliberal legality (at both the domestic and international level) see BEN GOLDER & DANIEL MCLoughlin, THE POLITICS OF LEGALITY IN A NEOLIBERAL AGE (2017); HONOR BRABAZON, NEOLIBERAL LEGALITY (2016).

is predicated on a concept of its individual subjects as citizens. In classical international law theory, the agents (and subjects) of international law are states that exhibit this constellation of sovereignty-territory-citizenship. The post-war regime of “embedded liberalism” may be understood as an effort to achieve many of the benefits of greater economic integration within this international frame.

By transnationalism, I mean, by contrast, a form of inter-state cooperation on cross-border issues that has a deregulatory or privatizing orientation, devolving significant decision-making to individual private actors (either natural individuals or corporations) with the state serving a relatively confined and passive role as the backdrop and guarantor to private, cross-border activity. An example of transnationalism is the shift in the international trade law regime from a concern about tariffs and “at-the-border” issues (e.g., quantitative restrictions based on nationality) to a concern with “behind the border” policy convergence on “next generation” issues such as investment, intellectual property, and regulatory standardization. Likewise, the international investment regime has a supranational quality in its use of arbitral panels to judge state compliance with treaty obligations.

It is important to note that a great deal of transnationalism may be what Sassen calls “de facto transnationalism,” which she has analyzed in the context of migration into the EU.

Finally, by supranationalism I mean to indicate a mode of inter-state cooperation in which significant powers, usually regulatory and adjudicatory, are transferred to international agencies with the power to refine or countermand the actions of individual states, without their ongoing consent. The main spur to theoretical reflection on supranational legal forms has been the gradual process of European integration, with “supranational” organs described as emerging from the


European treaties in the early 1950s. But similar supranational construction is apparent in the national delegation of decision-making power to international institutions that evolve through the judgments of what Stone Sweet and Brunell call “trustee courts.”

What I call the “dialectic of globalization” emerges from the increasing commitment to transnationalism in the global economy. Cross-border private activities are no less prone—and may often be even more susceptible—to generating conflicts and disputes among participants. At the same time, transnationalism alters the traditional constellation of sovereignty-territory-citizenship that defined the state as a legal and political entity by allowing foreign individuals and corporations to make routine (not exceptional) claims on it. The question then becomes: what form of legality is to settle these transnational conflicts?

One relatively straightforward solution to the problems engendered by transnationalism would be to renew forms of national regulation, dependent on existing state sovereignty. It is worth noting that much of the current reaction against neoliberalism today is taking that form. The reassertion of sovereign control over transnational activities over the last decade has perhaps been most obvious in dealing with problems of global finance and migration. Where necessary, this renewal of national regulatory oversight may be made effective through engaging other sovereigns in a process of international legal construction, as occurred prominently in the post-war era. This strategy in effect dissolves (or at least reconfigures) the transnational—with both its problems and perhaps many of its benefits—as the solution to the conflicts it engenders. It reasserts national sovereignty, often in cooperation with other national sovereigns in the construction of international coordinating regimes, and thus reassigns the control of cross-border flows to the traditional structure of state-based legality.

However, what a commitment to transnationalism perhaps more obviously invites is not new international law, which requires the reassertion of state sovereignty as the foundation of international cooperation, but rather new forms of supranational governance.

82. An early observer, Josef Kunz believed that there was no such thing as international (i.e., inter-state) law, but that all non-national law had to be supranational “for ‘international law’ is, theoretically speaking, a misnomer; if international law is to be law at all, it, by necessity, must be supra-national; if it is to be law at all, it cannot be a law ‘between,’ but only a law above the states.” See Josef Kunz, Supra-National Organs, 46 Am. J. Int’l L. 690, 694 (1952).

Supranational governance promises a form of convergent, harmonized, or otherwise reciprocal treatment across borders, and this mode of legality—not a reassertion of the political at the national level—is what powerful economic actors most require for the maintenance of transnational flows. While the renewal of national regulation necessarily involves the assertion of collective public orderings over private ones in new legal ascriptions, supranationalism enables the possibility of addressing transnational conflicts in a continuing depoliticized mode of legality. Note that this depoliticization may not be merely contingent—as if the supranational were a space of incipient cross-border democratization, as many of its advocates suppose—but instead stems from the coordination required to make national regulatory regimes compatible across borders, as Friedrich Hayek acutely observed in a 1939 essay in which he advocated European unification precisely as a stay against the economic planning that he thought it would preclude.84

In a penetrating analysis of international migration and human rights law, Itamar Mann has diagnosed what he calls the “dialectic of transnationalism,” a “dynamic that occurs when both policy and its judicial review become transnational.”85 Mann describes three patterns that characterize the dialectic: an initial bifurcation of executive and judicial networks that produce “significant policies beyond the reach of judiciaries;” a consolidation of that bifurcation through transnational judicial decisions; and finally, the replacement of legal rules by “pragmatic problem solving” in transnational law, which has the effect of “eroding the normative basis of human rights.”86 Adopting Mann’s reasoning about the effects of cross-border policy activity on the core legal commitments of the state, if not the details of that particular dialectic, we can outline the “dialectic of transnationalism and supranationalism,” or, more simply, the “dialectic of globalization.” This dialectic describes the way that deregulated cross-border flows (transnationalism) stimulate new forms of cross-border governance (supranationalism) that in turn serve to consolidate further flows.

Sassen was again acute in her implicit diagnosis of this dialectic, and it is worth quoting her at length to the effect that:

[T]he state itself has been transformed by the growth of a global economic system and other transnational

84. Friedrich Hayek, Economic Conditions of Inter-State Federalism, 5 NEW COMMONWEALTH Q. 131 (1939).
86. Id. at 315.
Three Theses

processes. These have brought on conditions that bear on the state’s regulatory role and its autonomy. Two particular aspects of this development are of significance to the role of the state in immigration policy making and implementation [to which we could add all transnational activity]: One is the relocation of various components of state authority to supranational organizations such as the institutions of the European Union, the newly formed World Trade Organization, or the international human rights code. A second is the de-facto privatization of various governance functions as a result of the privatization of public sector activities and of economic deregulation. This privatization assumes particular meanings in the context of the internationalization of trade and investment.87

Generally, we may observe that the dialectic of globalization emerges from the empowerment of transnational (private) agents, which stimulates a supranational agenda in filling out cross-border governance gaps as necessary. This process is obvious in the transformation of international trade law, where significant private economic flows across borders generate a desire for supranational rather than national governance to address disputes,88 and in international investment arbitration, in which transnational investment flows are rationalized as requiring supranational adjudicatory structures (whether ad hoc or formalized).89 More generally, the strategy of piecemeal European unification has been predicated on the expectation that cross-border economic integration generates problems to which supranational political agency provides the solution.90

87. Sassen, supra note 81, at 177. For a similar exploration of how “waning” sovereignty and defensive forms of the state emerge together in a neoliberal dialectic, see generally WENDY BROWN, WALLED STATES, WANING SOVEREIGNTY (2010).

88. As several scholars have noted about the effort of domestic business leaders to push for supranational governance in trade: “Neoliberalism has strong domestic roots and these proved critical in renegotiating the terms of interaction with the global economy and external powers. . . . In all three countries [Australia, Canada, and Mexico] it is clear that a coalition of business interests in support of ‘free trade’ was critical to the process of the negotiation of the trade agreements.” Paul Bowles & Ray Broomhill, Re-Peripheralisation and Its Alternatives, in INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND NEOLIBERAL GLOBALISM 179 (Paul Bowles, Ray Broomhill, Teresa Gutiérrez-Haces & Stephen McBride eds., 2013).


90. See Grewal, supra note 20, at 664.
Neoliberal legality thus begins in transnationalism but finds its completion in a depoliticized mode of supranational governance, which in effect extends the model of the “deregulated” national economy to the global level.\footnote{To repeat a point made above, neoliberal “deregulation” is best understood as re-regulatory to other purposes. See Grewal & Purdy, supra note 49, at 2–3.} To summarize, we may wish to observe the following connections in the study of embedded liberalism and neoliberalism. Post-war embedded liberalism was, in the main, an international mode of governance, excepting the novel and restricted emergence of the supranational in the European Coal and Steel Community.\footnote{For a discussion of how the European Coal and Steel Community functioned, and its consequences for broader European integration, see Karen J. Alter & David Steinberg, The Theory and Reality of the European Coal and Steel Community (Buffett Ctr. for Int’l & Comparativo Stud. Working Paper No. 07-001, 2007).} The neoliberalism that has overtaken it gradually, subsuming its substance while maintaining much of its form, comprises a depoliticized mode of transnational legality, which brings with it pressure toward a supranational mode of governance. While embedded liberalism remains aspirationally inter-state (i.e., international), neoliberalism pushes toward the global oversight of cross-border activity undertaken by private agents. This dialectic works to consolidate a neoliberal orientation to regulation at both the domestic and global levels, generating the crisis of “international liberalism” understood as a composite crisis of domestic representation and global governance.

How does neoliberal legality compare with the traditional state-based legal order as Sassen describes it: a constellation of sovereignty-territory-citizenship? First, in the place of state sovereignty, we find a new emphasis on governance, which can involve forms of shared and overlapping jurisdiction, extensive delegation to private actors (“public-private partnerships”), and a reliance on networked rather than hierarchical modes of social control.\footnote{For a discussion of networked modes of social control, see generally David Singh Grewal, Network Power (2008) (arguing that globalization operates through network dynamics best understood as a form of power).} While sovereignty entails a legal order over particular territory, the emphasis in governance is instead on norms. The move from territory to norms entails a potentially open-ended and flexible process in which the control of activity is indexed not to the location in which it occurs but to the norms which are deemed relevant to its management. The determination of which norms ought to apply to which activities is itself negotiated through the governance process, often with an emphasis on functional attributes and institutional competencies. Finally, in the place of citizens, neoliberal legality emphasizes stakeholders, with some version of the principle of “affected interests” rather than a traditional view of collective self-
determination central to the question of who ought to be involved in the process of norm-setting.\(^{94}\)

The move from the constellation of sovereignty-territory-citizenship to the new constellation of governance-norms-stakeholders is far from complete and may not even be possible to complete, for rather deep reasons I cannot explore here. In different domains of global activity, the transformation may be more advanced than in others, but the purpose of delineating these categories at all is to suggest what the dialectic of globalization pushes toward. The current crisis of international liberalism may thus be decoded as a crisis in the very form of political structure which birthed liberalism, and on which liberalism itself depends.

**Conclusion: After Neoliberalism?**

In this essay, I have advanced three theses concerning the current crisis of international liberalism. The first is that the crisis is a composite one, comprising interrelated crises of domestic political representation and global governance. The second is that the cause of this crisis has been the turn from the post-war regime of “embedded liberalism” to the “neoliberalism” of recent decades, which has had the effect of undoing the domestic social contracts that underlay post-war political stability even while failing to secure peace and prosperity internationally. The third is that the turn to neoliberalism involves a change in the legal mode of inter-state relations from an international orientation characterizing the first decades of post-war liberalism to a “dialectic of globalization,” in which newly empowered transnational activity across states generates pressure for supranational governance above them. Taken together, these three theses suggest that “international liberalism” is threatened by an internal transformation in its own agenda as much as by its external enemies.\(^{95}\) It remains unclear, however, though urgent, to determine what direction an international politics after neoliberalism could take.

\(^{94}\) For a discussion of the problem of borders in contemporary political theory and a criticism of the principle of “affected interests” from a standpoint emphasizing democratic solidarity, see Sarah Song, *The Boundary Problem in Democratic Theory: Why the Demos Should Be Bounded by the State*, 4 INT’L THEORY 39 (2012).

\(^{95}\) For a recent critical engagement with liberal internationalism along these lines, see generally Jahn Beate, *Liberal Internationalism: Historical Trajectory and Current Prospects*, 94 INT’L AFF. 43 (2018).